Manage the Apps,
Manage Your Network:
Enabling Operators to
Control App Signaling Traffic
and Reduce Network Costs

01
BANDWIDTH IS NOT FREE

As all operators are only too painfully aware,
meeting demand for mobile bandwidth costs
money. Operators are constantly looking
for effective ways to optimize bandwidth
while ensuring that customers are satisfied.
It’s a tough balancing act — often it’s the
most popular applications that are the most
draining on network resources.
It’s not unusual for a user to have more than
30 apps installed on their smartphone. Many
of these apps consume mobile bandwidth
even if they are not being actively used.
And this is a problem — one that costs the
average mobile operator several million €’s
or $’s every year.
The most problematic apps are described
as ‘chatty’ because they constantly signal
the mobile network to check whether (for
example) a new email, tweet, or facebook
post has arrived. At best this overload
in network signaling traffic can cause
congestion and slow up speeds, at worst it
can cause networks to crash.
Operators spend heavily to cater for the
increase in signaling traffic caused by
‘chatty’ apps — in many cases this can
be prohibitively expensive. A more costeffective solution is to focus on the root
cause — pro-actively manage ‘chatty’ apps
and reduce the unnecessary signaling
traffic, thus saving on network spend and
giving the customer a better experience.
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What’s Driving This?

02
GROWTH IN APPS AND
SIGNALING TRAFFIC

About 30% of mobile phone users have
smartphones today, with ownership expected
to increase dramatically with upgrades. With
this increase inevitably comes more usage
of apps. At a high level this is good news
for operators: as more customers use apps,
they’re also using mobile data, and this
means more revenue.
The speed of adoption of mobile data is
driven by faster and smarter devices, smarter
and faster 3G+, and LTE networks, and an
increasing number of apps. The volume of
traffic is only going to increase. Cisco are
forecasting that the average smartphone will
generate 2.6 GB of traffic per month in 2016,
a 17-fold increase over the 2011 average of
150 MB per month.*
This means more app usage, which means
more ‘chatty’ apps, which means more
signaling traffic eating up a limited amount
of network resource.
* Cisco VNI Forecast 2012
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Is all this Traffic Necessary?
In a word, no. Often the app will signal the
network only to discover no new posts,
tweets, or email. But this cost is hidden: app
developers assume bandwidth availability
just as an appliance manufacturer assumes
electrical availability. The priority is to develop
apps that are going to be most popular with
customers, regardless of the amount of
network resource the apps consume even
when they’re not being used and running
in the background. This “hidden” traffic
also affects users by reducing smartphone
battery life by up to 50%.
Although the mobile industry is starting to
promote guidelines (e.g. GSMA, Smarter
Apps for Smarter Phones) for more operatorfriendly app development, over 1,000,000
apps are already available on Google Play
and Apple App Store. Further, there’s little
incentive for app developers to follow these
voluntary guidelines, and no enforcement.

03
HOW MUCH IS THIS
COSTING OPERATORS?

There are numerous horror stories
about signaling storms that bring mobile
networks to their knees and cause service
outages. This, despite operators spending
millions upgrading networks to cater to
the increased appetite for apps and other
data. Serious network outages not only
cause headaches for the networks teams
in operators; customer service, sales and
marketing teams are all placed under stress
in the aftermath.
2012 saw some very well publicised network
crashes. In June 2012 a leading UK operator
managed to keep some customers relatively
happy after a 17 hour network outage
by giving each affected customer a 10%
reduction on their next bill or 10% bonus on
their next pre-paid top up. In addition they
also gave all customers a £10 voucher for
use in their stores. With media reports of
‘several hundred thousand’ customers being
affected this is a fairly hefty compensation
bill. In Japan a leading operator had a major
network shutdown in January 2012 leading
to a four hour service outage. This was felt
strongly by the senior management of this
operator, with the Company President and
five other senior executives taking pay cuts
of between 10% and 20% for three months,
to show atonement for this network problem.
Network outages cost a lot to fix, and the
cost often goes beyond spending money
on additional network equipment
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How to Tame Signaling Storms:

04
PREVENTION IS
BETTER THAN CURE
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Operators can reclaim control of their
networks by pro-actively managing the level
of signaling traffic on their network. To do this,
they need intelligent, operator controlled
software installed on the smartphone.
This software, called client-side controls,
coordinates application signaling, to limit
the frequency of network connections with
a dramatic reduction in signaling.

Many mobile operators control the volume
and type of data on their networks by using
policy management systems directed at
traffic flowing within the network core.
Signaling traffic never reaches the core: it
utilizes the Radio Access Network (RAN),
which means that it is best pro-actively
managed by client-side enforcement
controlled through the policy management
system. This provides an overall policy
strategy which optimizes network resources
for traffic to and from smartphones.

05
HOW MUCH CAN
OPERATORS SAVE?

* Openet trials with Tier 1 North American Operator
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A leading North American operator recently
ran trials of client-side controls, and found
that by reducing signaling traffic by 30%
they would see savings of $45,000,000 in
three years.* This should be considered a
conservative figure, as the trials also indicated
that the decrease in signaling traffic will be
approximately 40 - 50%.
This generates a significant saving for
operators. Scarce network resources are freed
up from the almost constant and unnecessary
pinging for updates by apps that are often not
being used.

Improved Battery Life:

06
WHAT’S IN IT
FOR THE CUSTOMER?

One of the biggest complaints from
smartphone owners is that they need to
charge their phones almost every night.
Customers want to see improved battery
life in smartphones. What most customers
don’t know is that apps constantly pinging
the mobile network for unnecessary
updates significantly drain a smartphone’s
battery. Trials have shown that smartphone
battery life can be increased by 50%, just
from taming the signaling storm produced
by chatty apps.*

No Difference in App Experience:
Apps being actively used will not have
signaling controls imposed on them. Apps
in the background are subject to pro-active
management of signaling traffic. Testing
shows that users don’t notice any difference.

What Next
For a detailed technical review on how Chatty
Apps controls work, click here to download
the Openet Technical White Paper: Taming
the Signaling Storm.

* Openet trials with Tier 1 North American Operator
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Openet is a global leader of high
performance transaction management
software for network operators,
delivering real time network
engagement, insight, monetization,
and control. Used by more than 80
customers in 28 countries, Operators
use Openet to innovate how people,
machines and services interact with their
network.

for more information please visit

www.openet.com
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